ABSTRACT. Aspect-orientation promises better modularity than pure object-oriented decomposition. A typical benefit of increased modularity is ease of maintenance
In this paper, we argue that the problem of insufficient reusability is due to a lack of support for aspect genericity. We analyze various problems of traditional aspect languages and define aspect genericity to be the ability to concisely express aspect effects that vary depending on the context of a join point known at weave-time, without falling back to runtime reflection. We identify the ability to parameterize aspect effects with meta-variables ranging over base language elements as the technical prerequisite for achieving genericity and describe the design space for generic aspect languages in terms of five basic questions that a language designer should consider. Within this space we review the different proposals for generic aspect languages made so far and compare them by showing which part of the possible design space is explored within these languages.

Among the reviewed design options we identify predicate-based binding of logic metavariables, uniform genericity and fine-grained genericity as optimal answers to three of the discussed questions. Last but not least, we identify open research problems that are specific to aspect genericity or aggravated in the presence of genericity.
We expect that genericity will be a key ingredient of a second generation of aspect languages. It will significantly reduce the dependency of aspects on base programs and will automatically select behavior depending on the weave-time context of a join point in the same way as dynamic binding does depending on the type of a message receiver.
Introduction
Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) is a powerful new paradigm for separation of concerns. Functionality that would otherwise be scattered throughout a program because it cannot be modularized in the dominant decomposition (Ossher et al., 2001a ) of a particular language can be encapsulated into an aspect. Filman and Friedman (Filman et al., 2000) characterize AOSD as a modularization concept with two desirable properties: quantification, which is the ability to declare actions to be applied consistently to many places in a program, and obliviousness, which means that the modified program entities do not need to be aware of being subject to aspect activity and do not need to provide special hooks for enabling such activity.
Obliviousness of base code greatly eases evolution, since changes in aspects do not require corresponding changes in base code. However, while base code is oblivious to aspects (or should at least be as oblivious as possible), aspects are not at all oblivious of base programs. Obviously, aspects must know about the base entities that they want to influence. It is the degree of knowledge and implied coupling that has turned out to be a problem in first generation aspect languages -AspectJ (Kiczales et al., 2001) , HyperJ (Ossher et al., 2001a) , Composition Filters (Aksit et al., 1992) , DemeterJ (Demeter) -and later approaches that adopted and evolved one of these archetypes, e.g. AspectC++ (Spinczyk et al., 2002) .
These languages introduce strong dependencies of aspects on base code by requiring aspects to use concrete names of types, classes, methods, and other entities from base programs. In these languages, the only mechanism to alleviate the dependence of aspects from base entities is the provision of wildcards 1 in the pointcut language.
2 However, as noted by various researchers (De Volder, , Hanenberg et al., 2003a the lexical dependencies introduced by wildcard-based pointcut languages negatively influence aspect applicability, conciseness, reuse and evolution. This paper makes the following contributions to the state of the art of aspectoriented language design:
− an analysis of the problems with aspect languages based exclusively on wildcard-matching (Section 2 and 3), − a definition of generic aspect languages (Section 4), − a thorough discussion of the design dimensions of generic aspect languages and a classification of current work in this area (Section 5), − a discussion of research challenges imposed by generic aspects (Section 6), 1 In AspectJ, for instance, '*' matches type, method and field names (or parts of them), '..' matches a parameter list, and '**', matches portions of a fully qualified Java type name. 2 The terms crosscut language and pointcut language are used to denote the aspect sublanguage that specifies where and when aspect actions should be executed.
− a classification of existing generic aspect languages with respect to the discussed design options and challenges (Section 7), − a discussion of work related to aspect genericity in aspect languages and other domains (Section 8).
The current paper is a significantly extended version of (Kniesel et al. 2005) . Besides various improvements of the structure and presentation of the material we have refined our definitions and our taxonomy (Section 4 and 5), added the summary section 7 and extended our discussion to include related work in the area of non-generic aspect languages, logic meta-programming, program transformations, and predicate dispatch for object-oriented languages (Section 8).
Base module. A base module is a module containing only base language elements. The set of all base modules in a program is called the base program.
Limitations of Non-Generic Aspect Languages
A large class of current aspect languages allows references to base language entities (types, classes, methods, etc.) only via names or via patterns consisting of names and wildcards. We call them wildcard-matching-based languages. This class includes various derivates of AspectJ (e.g. AspectC++, AspectC#) but also different instantiations of the Composition Filters model and HyperJ. The following discussion of the problems arising from the sole reliance on wildcard matching is applicable to all the languages in this category.
Expressiveness
Languages based on wildcard matching cannot express that certain wildcards must match the same value, which limits their applicability. As an illustration of the problem, consider the Eclipse framework. It is organized into public packages that provide stable APIs for a major Eclipse version and internal packages, whose implementation may change in every minor release. Each public package provides an API to a set of internal packages. The Eclipse Internal Package Convention states that an internal package may only be accessed from its public superpackage or from another internal subpackage of its public superpackage (EPNC01). For instance, 'org.eclipse.platform' is the public superpackage for all the packages named 'org.eclipse.platform.internal.*'. Although this is a simple lexical convention, AspectJ cannot express it because it cannot express that different wildcards matching a package prefix must share the same value. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Evolvability
It has been often pointed out that lexical dependencies make aspects highly sensitive to changes in base programs -see, for instance, (Tourwé et al., 2003) and (Hanenberg et al., 2003b) . If names in base programs are changed, the aspects that rely on those names must be changed too. For instance, this is the case if setter methods are described as methods whose name starts with the string 'set' and the naming convention is changed or abandoned entirely. Therefore, independent evolution of aspects and base programs is not possible in languages based on wildcard matching, except in trivial cases. Tourwé, Brichau and Gybels (Tourwé et al., 2003) call this the aspect evolution paradox because one would generally assume that improved modularity goes together with improved evolvability.
Conciseness
In order to implement a concern that has heterogeneous (that is, similar but not entirely equal) effects on different base code entities, crosscut specifications that are similar up to the used base entity names must be written for every relevant base entity. This makes aspects highly redundant, which is inconvenient for programmers and a source of errors and maintenance problems.
We illustrate the conciseness problem of wildcard-matching-based aspect languages by considering 'class posing' as an example of a crosscutting concern that requires heterogeneous effects. A class posing statement in Objective C (Pinston et al., 1991) guarantees that henceforth all statements of the program that specify creation of S instances automatically create C instances instead, provided S is a superclass of C. This is very useful for unanticipated object-oriented extension by inheritance.
3 A frequent scenario is the use of mock objects (Mackinnon et al., 2002) , a common technique for narrowing down the potential sources of a failure during testing. Its essence is the replacement of some of the tested classes by mock classes that provide a fixed, expected behavior. In a language that does not support class posing, the common way to use mocks of a class S is to implement a subclass of S, say C, that provides mock behavior and then replace all instantiations of S with instantiations of C.
4 This must be done for all the pairs of original classes and mock classes to be used in a test run. For each pair, it must be done consistently throughout the entire program, not just in the test classes -otherwise the inconsistent simultaneous use of mocks and original objects might itself be a source of errors.
An aspect implementing class posing must replace the creation of S instances by the creation of C instances throughout the program. This can be done in AspectJ by an around advice that replaces invocations 5 of constructors of S by invocations of constructors of C. However, if S has multiple constructors, we need to repeat the same advice for every constructor, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The problem is that there is no way to intercept the values of an unknown number of arguments in the pointcut and to pass them to the body of the advice. This leads to redundant code that is tedious to write, opens the door for editing errors, and hampers reuse (see Section 2.4). 
Reusability
A further problem that stems from being dependent on concrete names of base entities is the lack of reusability of aspects (De Volder 2001 , Hanenberg et al., 2003a . For instance, the aspect from Figure 2 is specific to the classes S and C. It does not implement the class posing concern, it just implements a specific instance of it. It is clearly not reusable, not even for another pair of classes, say X and Y, within the same application.
This problem is amplified when trying to write an aspect that is reusable across multiple applications. Then, reliance on base entity names is not possible, unless the aspect programmer knows all of the applications well enough to specify relevant entities by name.
Safety
A more reusable implementation of class posing could be achieved in AspectJ by an around advice using runtime reflection, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The advice intercepts all constructor invocations (line 6). For every intercepted invocation it checks whether the constructor belongs to the 'old' class and whether the 'new' class exists (line 7-21). If both are true, it accesses the dynamic join point context to get the arguments of the intercepted constructor call (line 24-28). Then the auxiliary resolveConstructor method determines via reflection the constructor with the right signature from the new class (line 29-30). Finally, it uses reflection to invoke the new constructor with the intercepted arguments (line 31).
The primary drawback of this solution compared to the first one is that it cannot detect errors at weave-time. Use of non-existing classes, for instance, will result in unforeseen ClassNotFoundExceptions at run-time. Apart from that, the solution is lengthy, hard to read and error-prone. 6 Last but not least, it is also inefficient, since it requires run-time reflection instead of exploiting static information at weave-time, as discussed next. 
Problem Analysis: Statically Expressing Variation
The examples from Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate that writing reusable and non-redundant aspect code with AspectJ requires falling back on plain Java reflection, with all the implied drawbacks. Looking at the reflection-based implementation in Figure 3 , it is noteworthy that all the reflective advice code, except line 31, is concerned only with determining at run-time information that is entirely static (classes, argument lists, and method signatures). Obviously, wildcardmatching based languages are not expressive enough to capture all the static context of a join point and to parameterize the aspect effects by this context. The need to parameterize aspect effects by the static context of a join point stems from the fact that the effect of an aspect needs to vary depending on this context, as illustrated by the class posing example.
The important point here is that the choice of which particular variant of an effect applies at a particular join point should be done at weave-time by the aspect weaver, whenever the variation is completely determined by information available at weave-time. This frees programmers from having to hand-code the different aspect effect variants, in the same way as dynamic binding frees object-oriented programmers from having to manually encode message dispatch to different receiver types.
Both cases are about a higher level abstraction that allows to concisely express variant behavior. Dynamic binding expresses dependency of behavior on the message receiver's type whereas aspect genericity expresses dependency of behavior on the context of a join point. A join point can be seen as the receiver of the aspect's advice and the join point context can be seen as the advice receiver's type. Continuing the analogy, the repetitive advice from Figure 2 corresponds to an encoding of message dispatch by type tags and switch statements -each copy of the advice is like a branch of a switch statement that discriminates over the static join point context. The reflective advice from Figure 3 corresponds to a reflective implementation of message dispatch in a non-object-oriented language. What we want instead is to reduce the code from Figure 2 to a single advice that is parametric with respect to the name, arity and parameter list of the intercepted constructor call. Depending on the parameter values, the advice should perform different effects at different join points. For instance, it should perform a C(arg1) constructor call at a join point that matches a S(arg1) invocation and a C(arg1,arg2) constructor call at a join point that matches a S(arg1,arg2) invocation. An example of a generic advice that achieves this is given in Section 5.1.2, Figure 6 . Similar observations where made by (De Volder et al., 2000) and (De Volder). They argue that a good aspect-oriented language should provide mechanisms of genericity, polymorphism and parameterization that would allow code to be reusable and to adapt to different contexts.
Aspect Genericity
In this section we give two definitions of aspect genericity. The first definition says what must be expressible in a generic aspect language. The second one says how it can be expressed.
The problem analysis from the previous section identified a desirable property that is lacking in aspect languages based on wildcard-matching: the ability to express variability concisely and safely. This leads us to our first, declarative definition of generic aspect languages:
Definition 1 "Generic Aspect Language" (Declarative): An aspect language is generic if its aspects can specify multiple variants of an aspect effect in one single crosscut specification, without falling back on reflection.
Meta-variables.
In order to express the desired variability we need to be able to parameterize aspect effects by meta-variables. A meta-variable is a variable that ranges over syntactic entities of the base language. For instance, an aspect language based on Java could provide meta-variables that range over packages, types, classes, fields, methods, modifiers, statements, and expressions. In the remainder we will denote meta-variables by identifiers starting with a question mark, e.g. ?class or ?methodBody.
Based on meta-variables we can rephrase aspect genericity from a more technical point of view:
Definition 2 "Generic Aspect Language" (Technical): An aspect language is generic if it enables the use of meta-variables in aspect effect specifications.
This redefinition fulfils the requirement of the initial definition of aspect genericity because meta-variables contained in the aspect effects let the effects vary depending on the meta-variables values. Such aspects provide a concise specification of many different effects. Meta-variables play the role of generic parameters of the aspect and every tuple of values for the meta-variables of an aspect represents one instantiation of the generic effects.
We claim that the use of meta-variables in aspect effect specifications is the only way to achieve genericity according to our first definition. Therefore, we consider the two definitions to be equivalent. Our claim cannot be proved formally. However, it is supported by the approaches reviewed in this paper, which are all based on meta-variables in aspect effects. To the best of our knowledge, this is a complete overview of all existing work on aspect genericity.
Design Space for Generic Aspect Languages
The technical definition of aspect genericity in Section 4 encompasses an entire family of aspect languages that can differ depending on the answers that their designers choose for each of the following questions: In this section we present these language design dimensions, explain their impact on the expressiveness of a language, and discuss where existing systems fit in these dimensions. Note that this is not meant to be an introduction to the different languages. Please see the referenced papers for details of the discussed languages.
Meta-Variable Binding
Regarding meta-variable binding there are two categories of generic aspect languages: ones that use external parameterization and ones that use predicate based binding.
External Parameterization
The simplest way of providing values for meta-variables is to promote the metavariables contained in the aspect effect to parameters of the aspect definition. Then the values can be supplied "from the outside". This external parameterization is analogous to the way generic types are defined in object-oriented languages where type variables get values when the generic type definition is instantiated by a client. Figure 4 shows an example illustrating the syntax of SuperJ (Sihman et al., 2003) , a generic aspect language based on external parameterization. The SuperJ preprocessor creates concrete AspectJ aspects from generic SuperJ aspects by replacing formal parameters by basic variables, locations, and classes. For this it uses a binding file, whose lines each contain a set of bindings between elements of a particular base class and parameters of a particular generic aspect. Similarly, the Lancaster Frame Processor (LFP) (Loughran et al., 2004) provides external parameters for aspect constructs and uses a macro expansion approach that replaces parameter markers in AspectJ code by values provided in an external binding file. LFP supports fine-grained external parameterization (see Section 5.3). Meta-AspectJ (Zook et al., 2004) additionally supports syntactically typed meta-variables that guarantee at compilation time syntactic correctness of generated code (see Section 6).
External parameterization decouples the aspect code from concrete names of entities in the base program. Thus, aspects become more reusable, in principle. However, base entity names must still be provided statically in a binding file. In order to provide the suitable bindings of meta-variables to base entities, the creator of the binding file must have intimate knowledge of the generic aspect and of the base classes to which the aspect is applied. This seriously limits the reusability of externally parameterized aspects in practice. In addition, the binding file might become very large since its size depends on the number of matches in the base program, which can grow combinatorially with the size of the base program. Manually editing large numbers of matches can be the source of omissions, typos and other input errors that will lead to hard to locate errors at run-time. (Sihman et al., 2003, Figure 6) 
Figure 4 Excerpt of externally parameterized generic SuperJ aspect adapted from
. For consistency with the notation used in our paper, prepended question marks denote generic parameters whose values can be provided when the aspect is instantiated.
bindings_for(?className, ?subName, ??args): // All combinations for C and S:
( "C", "S", "arg1:String") || ( "C", "S", "arg1:String,arg2:int") || ( "C", "S", "arg1:String,arg2:int,arg3:T") || ( "C", "S", "arg1:String,arg2:int,arg3:T,arg4:T4") || // All combinations for C1 and S1:
( "C1","S1","arg1:T1") || ( "C1","S1","arg1:T1,arg2:T2,arg3:int") || ( "C1","S1","arg1:T1,arg2:T2,arg3:int,arg4:T4,arg5:T5") || // All other combinations:
... ;
Figure 5 External parameterization: Start of the listing of all tuples of relevant values for the meta-variables required to express the class posing concern for one particular base program (see Sections 2.3 and 5.1.2 for comparison).
Predicate-based binding
A much more powerful alternative to external parameterization is provided by predicate-based meta-variable binding. The idea is to replace manual enumeration of statically known values by weave-time evaluation of predicates that bind metavariables to statically unknown values from the base program. In this approach the aspect predicates (or pointcuts) play a double role: they select join points where aspect effects are to be applied and they bind meta-variables to values from the static context of the selected join points.
Andrew / Carma (Gybels 2001 ) is an aspect-oriented extension of Smalltalk that lets meta-variables ranging over arbitrary values be used in pointcuts and advices. OReA, (D'Hondt 2004 ) extends this to hybrid aspect languages, based on the integration of aspects with rules. AspectC++ (Lohmann et al., 2004) enables the use of type variables in pointcuts and advice bodies. Silaghi and Strohmeier (Silaghi et al., 2003) propose the same for AspectJ. Sally is an aspect-oriented extension of Java. Its design described in (Hanenberg et al., 2003a) supports meta-variables in pointcuts and introductions. Since its November 2005 release Sally also supports meta-variables in advice. LogicAJ is an aspect-oriented extension of Java that has supported meta-variables in pointcuts, introductions and advice from its first release (Windeln 2003) .
Logic variables. In order to enable predicate based binding, meta-variables must be used in the entire scope of a crosscut declaration, that is, in aspect effect specifications and in aspect predicates. Like wildcards, meta-variables in aspect predicates are used as placeholders for statically unknown parts of a logic expression. They can match arbitrary structures when the predicate is evaluated. However, they are strictly more powerful than unnamed wildcards. Meta-variables provide the ability (1) to express that different occurrences of the same placeholder must agree on the matched value and (2) to use the matched values as a building block of associated effect specifications.
Both abilities depend on the guarantee that different occurrences of a metavariable in the scope of a crosscut declaration represent the same matched value. Variables that have this property are called logic variables. A logic variable can only be bound to a value by the evaluation of predicates that take the variable as an argument. Logic variables cannot be manipulated in other ways (by assignments / side-effects).
Upon evaluation of an aspect predicate the tuple of logic variables that it contains is bound to the tuple of values for which the predicate is true. Such a tuple is said to be a successful substitution of the logic variables. A predicate that has multiple solutions successively yields multiple substitutions. For instance, assume an aspect language whose predicate field(?F,?C) expresses that the field represented by ?F is a member of the class represented by ?C. For a program that contains the field c1 and c2 in class C, and b1 in class B the evaluation of the query class(?F,?C) will successively bind the tuple <?F,?C> to <c1, C>, <c2, C> and <b, B>. Every suc-cessful substitution triggers an execution of the associated aspect effect specification during which the logic variables are replaced by the corresponding substitution values.
Logic meta-variables. A logic meta-variable is a logic variable and a metavariable. The variables ?F and ?C in the above example are logic meta-variables because are logic variables that ranges over syntactic entities of the base language.
Note that logic meta-variables are not specific to systems based on logic programming. They are commonly used, albeit in restricted forms, in object oriented and aspect-oriented languages. For instance, generic type parameters in Java, Eiffel or C++ are just strongly restricted logic meta-variables. They are logic variables because they always represent the same value within a scope (cannot be explicitly assigned to). They are meta-variables because they range over base language entities. However they are subject to two restrictions: they only range over types and their values are provided manually by specifying constants at instantiation time, instead of being bound by the evaluation of predicates.
Indeed, even wildcards in aspect predicates ('pointcuts', 'filter conditions', etc.) can be seen as a very restricted form of logic metavariable. The restriction is that, strictly speaking, wildcards are not proper meta-variables. They range not over base language entities but just over strings that are the names of base languages entities. They are additionally restricted because they are unnamed -two occurrences are always treated as being different. De Volder (de Volder1999) points out that this leads to a set-oriented semantics of aspects and shows why a more powerful relational semantics is needed.
The fact that the evaluation of a pointcut is side-effect free and yields all matching values for contained wildcards is familiar to every aspect programmer. Filman and Friedman (Filman et al., 2000) call this 'quantification' and regard it as a basic characteristic of aspect languages. Acknowledging that wildcards are restricted logic meta-variables we could say that the use of logic meta-variables is a basic characteristic of aspect languages. In the following we will explore the added expressiveness that can be achieved by removing the restrictions imposed by wildcards and supporting the full power of logic meta-variables.
Example. We illustrate the power of predicate-based binding of logic metavariables by the generic implementation of the concept of class posing introduced in Section 2. The implementation in Figure 6 uses the syntax of LogicAJ , Windeln 2003 : Logic meta-variables are denoted by names starting with a question mark, e.g. "?class". Identifiers starting with a double question mark, e.g. "??args", denote list meta-variables. They can match an arbitrary number of elements, e.g. any number of call arguments or method parameters (see Section 5.4).
The pointcut of the advice in Figure 6 (line 7-14) binds the meta-variables ?sub and ??args to values that conform to all the constraints checked in the pointcut. These values are passed to the advice body. Every pair of values produced by the pointcut evaluation instantiates the body in a different way. The instantiated body is then executed. Let us see how this works in the scenario from Figure 2 , with the original superclass S and its subclass C having each four constructors. If the replace pointcut returns the bindings ?class = S and ?sub = C, then the check in line 11 succeeds and the call pointcut in line 13 successively selects all join points where constructors of S are called. For each intercepted join point the args pointcut in line 15 binds ??args to the list of constructor argument values at that join point. Thus the advice body will be executed multiple times, with ?sub always bound to C and ??args bound differently each time. As a result, it will perform a C(arg1) constructor call at a join point that matches a S(arg1) invocation and a C(arg1,arg2) constructor call at a join point that matches a S(arg1,arg2) invocation. Comparison. It is instructive to compare the reflective example from Figure 3 to the generic one from Figure 6 . Most of the code in Figure 3 is concerned with determining whether the intercepted join point was relevant at all, determining its arguments, finding the constructor with the right signature from the new class, and invoking it with the intercepted arguments. In the variant from Figure 6 only the relevant join points are intercepted, their specific context information is captured in meta-variables and used at the appropriate places of the aspect effect. The generic 8 The subtype predicate expresses the (reflexive, transitive) subtype relation. If called as above -with all meta-variables bound to values by a previous predicate -it will just check that the values are in a subtype relation. Otherwise it will successively bind the free variables to suitable pairs of values. aspect from Figure 6 has the same effect as the redundant code from Figure 2 and the reflective one from Figure 3 . However, it is − precise (only the relevant join points are processed), − efficient (no run-time weaving is required), − safe (it provides weave-time type checking), − concise (just 7 lines of non-redundant code), and − reusable (applying it to other classes or entirely different base programs requires just another implementation of the replace pointcut in a concrete subaspect).
The last two benefits don't apply for externally parameterized aspects because of the need to provide a manually generated binding file for every base program to which the aspect is applied. For instance, the abstract replace pointcut in Figure 6 subsumes an explicit parameterization of the entire aspect with the meta-variables ?className, ?subName and ??args. With predicate-based binding there is no need for an explicit enumeration of all possible bindings because these can be expressed concisely by stating the properties of base entities to be bound to the meta-variables. 
Figure 7 Predicate-based meta-variable binding: An aspect concisely defining class posing for mock classes, assuming that every class to be tested has a single mock class that defines all its mock behavior.
Other
Alvarez (Alvarez 2004) proposes to extend AspectJ by string-valued parameters for the names of types, methods or fields. This proposal is called parametric aspects. Parameter values must be provided by enumeration or by parametric expressions. These are functions on the class hierarchy that are evaluated at weave time and may yield a set of program element names. The proposal is not implemented.
Parametric aspects look like a mix of explicit external parameterization and predicate-based binding. However, they do not achieve the full functionality of predicate-based binding. In particular, it is not possible to relate different parametric expressions. Instead, the entire cartesian product of different parametric expressions is created as a result. For instance, one can create a parametric expression that selects fields and one that selects classes, but one cannot express that one wants only those pairs of fields and classes for which the field is an element of the class. In the example given in the explanation of logic variables (Section 5.1.2) the result would also contain the wrong tuples <c1, B>, <c2, B> and <b, C>. We consider this a flawed design. Therefore, it is not included in the overview of generic aspect languages in Table 1 and Table 3 .
Meta-Variable Scope
Different languages use meta-variables in different ways and for different purposes, depending on the scope in which meta-variables can be used. In this section we discuss the available options and their implications.
The definition of generic aspect languages requires meta-variables to be used in aspect effects in order to enable effect variability. It is up to aspect language designers to decide (1) whether meta-variables are confined to effects or are additionally supported in aspect predicates and (2) whether meta-variables can be used in all kinds of aspect effects or just in some of them.
Use of meta-variables in aspect effects and in their associated pointcuts enables predicate-based binding (see 5.1.2). However, some languages do not take full advantage of this option. For instance, SuperJ (Sihman et al., 2003) and LFP (Loughran et al., 2004) only support external parameterization, although metavariables may be contained in their predicates. Their predicates can only check externally provided values but cannot bind meta-variables to values.
Other languages support predicate-based binding but limit the use of meta-variables to a subset of the aspect effects expressible in the respective language. Some support only advice containing predicate-bound meta-variables -we call this generic advice. Others only support introductions containing predicate-bound metavariables -we call these generic introductions. For instance, Andrew 12 (Gybels 2001) and OReA, (D'Hondt 2004 only support generic advice, whereas the initial design of Sally (Hanenberg et al., 2003a) supported only generic introductions.
Such restrictions limit the expressiveness of a language, since most non-trivial applications require the joined power of introductions and advice. For instance, Kniesel, Rho and Hanenberg analyze design patterns as a typical use case for generic aspect languages. They show that a language without generic advice (1) cannot express instantiation of the decorator pattern for multiple Component classes, (2) cannot enforce that all clients use the decorator instead of the original component, and (3) cannot implement object based inheritance as a generalization of simple decorators. Furthermore, they show that a language without generic introductions cannot create decorators at all, since it cannot fill them with the required forwarding methods. Uniform Genericity. Summarizing the considerations of Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we can conclude that for maximum expressiveness a language should (1) support predicate based binding of logic meta-variable values and additionally (2) enable use of logic meta-variables in all aspect predicates and all aspect effects. A language that does this is said to provide uniform genericity. Uniform genericity is clearly the most powerful option in the design space discussed so far and summarized in Table 1 .
Currently, we know of only two uniformly generic aspect languages: LogicAJ , Windeln 2003 and Sally (Hanenberg et al., 2003a) . 13 It appears that the Andrew / Carma (Gybels 2001) prototype, which extends SOUL (Wuyts 2001 , SOUL 2003 by generic advice, could be extended to support also generic introductions, taking advantage of the reflective facilities of Smalltalk and of the logic inference engine of SOUL. However, Gybels decided not to do so, considering introductions to be just a by-product of the lack of support for explicit aspect instances in more static aspect languages (Gybels 2001 , Section 5.1.5). Similar considerations apply for the second SOUL-based aspect language, OReA, (D'Hondt 2004 . It implements the concept of hybrid aspect languages based on the integration of aspects with rules. Its concept of hybrid advice is a hybrid language's instance of generic advice. Like Andrew, OReA does not support introductions but could be extended accordingly. Suitable extensions of these two languages would qualify as uniformly generic. Table 1 does not yet provide a sufficiently fair comparison of existing generic aspect languages since it does not reflect their significant differences with respect to the domain of meta-variables. The variants of generic advice proposed by Silaghi and Strohmeier (Silaghi et al., 2003) for AspectJ and by Lohmann, Blaschke and Spinczyk (Lohmann et al., 2004) for AspectC++ let meta-variables range over types only. They mimic type genericity of object-oriented languages in a generic aspect language but do not achieve context-dependent variability of behavior 14 .
Meta-Variable Domain
The other approaches in Table 1 are more expressive, letting meta-variables additionally range over behavioral base language elements. Carma, Sally and SuperJ support meta-variables for (the names of) types, fields, and methods. LogicAJ 1.x additionally provides meta-variables ranging over code blocks but only supports their use for matching entire method bodies.
Fine-grained genericity. Various researchers have pointed out that this is still insufficient for modularizing certain cross-cutting concerns. For instance, program optimization (Harbulot et al., 2004 , Harbulot et al., 2005 and code-coverage (Rajan et al., 2005) , can only be modularized if aspects are able to address base language entities at the finest level of granularity: individual statements and expressions. Extension of this idea to generic aspect languages leads to the notion of fine-grained meta-variables. We say that a language supports fine-grained meta-variables if its meta-variables can range over all syntactic entities of the respective base language. In Java, this would cover the entire spectrum from packages, types, methods and fields, down to annotations, statements and expressions. A language supports finegrained genericity (fine-grained external parameterization) if it supports finegrained meta-variables and predicate-based binding (external parameterization).
The Lancaster Frame Processor (Loughran et al., 2004) and Meta-AspectJ (Zook et al., 2004) support fine-grained external parameterization. LogicAJ 2 (Rho et al., 2006 ) is the first proposal for fine-grained genericity.
Meta-Variable Kind
The example from Figure 6 illustrates the distinction between two kinds of metavariables: singular meta-variables and list meta-variables.
Singular meta-variables match only one base language element at a time, e.g. a type, field, etc. With singular meta-variables only, we are still forced to write sometimes redundant code that differs only in the length or depth of a nested structure, e.g. in the number of arguments of a method. This is clearly undesirable and limits the expressive power, since it is practically infeasible to enumerate an infinite number of arbitrary length structures.
Therefore, Josh (Chiba et al., 2004) and LogicAJ , Windeln 2003 and additionally provide list meta-variables that match a sequence of elements from the base language. Josh supports the $$ list meta-variable that can be used in a proceed call to match an arbitrary list of arguments. LogicAJ supports list meta-variables wherever structures of statically unknown length or depth must be matched in aspect predicates or generated in aspect effects. Examples are argument and parameter lists and the statements in a block. The concise implementation of class posing from Figure 6 would not be possible without the list meta-variable ??args.
Some languages, for instance Sally (Hanenberg et al., 2003a) , only support one kind of meta-variables but allow them to match indiscriminately singular values and list values. We call these hybrid meta-variables. Hybrid meta-variables do not allow to distinguish syntactically conditions where exactly one value is required (?x) from those where a (possibly empty) sequence of values is required (??x). However, this distinction can alternatively be expressed by additional predicates for checking that a meta-variable is a list and for accessing the different elements of the list.
Another sensible design alternative is to subsume the distinction of metavariable domains and meta-variable kinds in the concept of syntactic types for metavariables (see Section 6). The syntactic type of a meta-variable would indicate the number and domain of base language elements that may be matched by a particular meta-variable. Currently, syntactic typing is supported only by the externally parameterized aspect language Meta-AspectJ.
Effect Granularity
Within a class of languages that have the same meta-variable domains it is interesting to compare whether all possible effects (e.g. variants of introductions and advice) can indeed be performed on all supported meta-variable domains. For instance, Sally allows meta-variables for types, methods and fields but only allows introduction of methods and fields. LogicAJ does not restrict the effect granularity in any way. In particular, it also supports generic type introductions -that is the generic creation of a set of types, whose names are not statically fixed in the aspect code . This is very useful in many scenarios that require generative capabilities. An example is the generic creation of abstract decorator classes that are specific for a particular type of decorated objects. The following code from Figure 5 ) creates a decorator for a specific component type, declares it to be a subtype of ?component and provides it with an instance variable parent of type ?component to which messages can be forwarded. 
Figure 9 Generic type introduction
The concept of generic type introductions falls out from the uniform granularity of pointcuts and effects supported by LogicAJ. The above example demonstrates that uniform granularity increases the expressiveness of a language. In addition it simplifies its specification, implementation and learning since it frees designers, implementers and users from having to deal with special cases.
Challenges for Generic Aspect Languages
The previous section has identified design dimensions for aspect genericity and has discussed the options reflected in existing languages. Now we turn to open problems of generic aspect languages, focusing on those that are typical of aspect genericity or harder to address in conjunction with generic aspects.
Fine-grained genericity. Within the discussed design dimensions the combination of uniform and fine-grained genericity is addressed by a single approach (Rho et al., 2006) . Lacking alternative proposals and experience reports it is still unclear whether this proposal is indeed a good design for a language that integrates uniform and fine-grained genericity. In addition, fine grained genericity might impose new challenges for the implementation of aspect languages.
Modular, static analysis versus global, weave-time analysis.
One of the advantages of generic aspect languages over run-time reflection is their ability to perform weave-time type checking. During weaving, all meta-variables get concrete values (either via external parameterization or by evaluation of pointcut decalrations). As soon as the value of the meta-variables are known all expressions in the body of an advice can be type-checked. For instance, if we know that the value of ?metaVar is the class C, we know that the expression ?metaVar.m() is a class method invocation and can check whether C contains a class method m with empty parameter list.
However, weaving is a global process that requires a complete program as its input, rather than a partial one. Various researchers have pointed out that more modular analysis of aspect code would be desirable. In a modular approach, it would be possible to analyze aspect definitions in isolation, before weaving. Therefore we also call it static analysis (in contrast to weave-time analysis). Modular, static analysis is a largely unsolved challenge, even for non-generic aspects.
In the presence of meta-variables static analysis is even more difficult because we need to verify program properties at a time when concrete meta-variable values are not yet known. In such a case, an expression like ?metaVar.m() cannot be checked with traditional techniques because we cannot even determine its syntactic category. If the meta-variable value is a class, the expression is the invocation of a class method. However, if the meta-variable value is a field, the expression is the invocation of an instance method of that field's type.
Modular static verification of aspects in such a setting involves, at least, three challenges: syntactic typing, semantic typing and interference detection.
Syntactic typing. Static verification of uniformly generic aspects should ensure, at least, that code using meta-variables is syntactically correct. For instance, one would like to prevent substitution of classes where fields are expected and viceversa. This means that meta-variables need to be syntactically typed, that is every meta-variable must have a type that determines the kind of syntactic entity from the base language that may be substituted. Syntactic types can either be declared or inferred from the definition of the predicates that are used to bind the respective meta-variable values. Syntactic typing enables modular, static checking whether values substituted for meta-variables in aspect effects will always produce legal base language programs. (Zook et al., 2004) is the first external parameterization approach that supports syntactically typed meta-variables, guaranteeing syntactic correctness of generated code at compilation time. The type check is based on type inference. Meta-AspectJ is fine-grained, its meta-variables range over all syntactic elements of AspectJ. We know of no published generic aspect language with predicate-based binding that supports syntactic typing.
Meta-AspectJ
Semantic typing. In addition, we need a second level of typing, in order to determine also the base language type that a meta-variable will take on. We call this the semantic type of the meta-variable because it refers to the type notion defined in the static semantics of the base language. For instance, for our above invocation of m() we need to know whether ?metaVar is guaranteed to be bound only to base language elements whose base language type contains the method m().
Interference detection. Last but not least, as long as we know neither the semantic nor the syntactic type of a meta-variable, let alone the precise entity to which it will be bound at weave-time, aspect interference checking becomes much harder than it already is in non-generic aspect languages. Performing modular interference analysis for generic aspects is a challenge that has not yet been addressed by any published paper that we know of.
Generic Aspect Languages -A Quick Overview
In this section we categorize the generic aspect languages introduced in the previous sections according to their position in the design space discussed so far. Table 2 recalls the design dimensions for meta-variable binding (Section 5.1), scope (Section 5.2) and domain (Section 5.3) and illustrates the design space corresponding to the identified 'optimal' choices assuming an aspect language that supports pointcuts, advice and introductions and a base language that has types, methods, fields, statements and expressions. Every entry in the table names the respective part of the design space. Because predicate-based binding is the optimal choice in the binding dimension (see Section 5.1), uniform, fine-grained genericity is the cumulated optimum in all three dimensions. Currently, the only proposal in this category is (Rho et al., 2006) .
The meta-variable kind dimension is not included in the table because we could not identify a clear optimum. The effect granularity dimension has an optimum but is not included since it is hard to visualize in a two dimensional space. Table 3 categorizes existing generic aspect languages according to their position in the design space discussed so far. The languages are grouped by their approach to meta-variable binding (Section 5.1). The columns reflect the choices for scope (Section 5.2), domain (Section 5.3) and typing (6). Only one approach supports syntactic typing. Static semantic typing is not yet supported by any of the surveyed languages. Interference detection and resolution is not included in the table since we found no related information in any of the reviewed papers.
Related Work
Our overview shows that there have been many, partly similar and partly highly differing proposals for generic aspect languages. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no comprehensive overview of the various proposals so far. In particular, we know of no previous attempt to provide a definition of aspect genericity that unifies all these approaches while still drawing a clear distinction to non-generic aspect languages. While there is no immediately related work in this sense, there are a number of interesting parallels of generic aspects in general to work in the area of logic meta-programming, non-generic aspect systems, program transformations, and dispatch in object-oriented programming.
Although AspectJ 5 uses the term "generic aspects" it is not a generic aspect language according to any of the definitions given in Section 4. Without using reflection it does not achieve effect variability and does not allow the use of type variables in pointcut expressions and type patterns (AspectJ 2005). The "generic aspects" of AspectJ 5 just enable use of the Java 5 genericity syntax within aspect code.
The problem of hard couplings and dependencies between aspects is also analysed in . In order to increase aspect reusability, Hassoun and Constantinides propose a language framework based on run-time reflection. This does not comply with our definition of genericity.
Various proposals in the context of aspect-oriented logic meta-programming (AOLMP) have shown that some of the dependencies of aspects on base programs discussed in Section 2 can be alleviated by the use of a logic-based pointcut language, e.g. (De Volder), (Gybels 2001) , . However, most AOLMP research confines the scope of meta-variables to aspect predicates. The resulting logic-based pointcut languages let aspect predicates implement powerful analyses of base programs but do not achieve genericity. Aspect genericity requires meta-variables to be used in aspect effects in order to enable effect variability. De Volder, Tourwé and Brichau (De Volder et al., 2000) and DeVolder (De Volder) argue that a good aspect-oriented language provides mechanisms of genericity, polymorphism and parameterization that would allow code to be reusable and to adapt to different contexts. This is fully in line with our problem analysis.
There has been much work on program transformation systems and on their relation to aspect-oriented programming. The following systems fall into this category. On one hand, they cannot be considered generic aspect languages because they don't provide certain language features that are typical of aspects. On the other hand, they are more expressive than aspect languages and are typically used to build an aspect layer on top of them.
TyRuBa, de Volder's Typed Rule Base language (De Volder 1998) introduces logic meta-programming for Java programs. All block elements of the base program are represented as quoted Java code within the TyRuBa rules. The quoted code logic may contain meta-variables for types and identifiers. Both kinds of variables are explicitly typed. Quoted code terms allow for easy manipulation of source code templates. Using the logic inference-engine, it is possible to generate complete programs by composing such templates. Quoted code terms can only be used as a template for generating Java code but not in the query language. SOUL, the Smalltalk Open Unification Language (Wuyts 2001 , SOUL 2003 , is a reflective logic meta-programming system based on Smalltalk that incorporates and extends the concept of quoted code terms of TyRuBa. Compared to TyRuBa, SOUL achieves a much tighter and more dynamic integration of the logic inference engine with the execution of quoted code terms, blurring the distinction between code generation and code execution. Both can be seamlessly done 'on the fly', in the typical style of dynamic languages. SOUL is the basis for the two generic aspect languages Andrew / Carma (Gybels 2001) and OReA, (D'Hondt 2004 , D'Hondt et al., 2004 , reviewed in Section 5 and 7. Both languages support generic advice (see concluding discussion in 5.2). (Visser 2004 , Visser 2002 ) is a framework for the development of software transformations systems. It enables arbitrary transformations of source code, based on rewriting strategies. Transformations are described as conditional term rewrite rules. The XT tools provide generators for parsers and source code pretty printers. The rewrite rules transform the AST of the parsed source code, supporting source patterns and meta variables. This is not quite the same as an aspect language, although interesting analogies to aspects exist. A thorough comparison of strategic and adaptive programming is presented in (Lämmel et al., 2003) . (Kalleberg et al., 2005) shows how to achieve aspect behaviour with Stratego.
Stratego/XT
Castor and Borba (Castor et al., 2001) introduce JaTS, the Java Transformation System, which allows pattern based program transformations. The structure of target programs is described by base language code enriched by logic meta-variables that act as placeholders. The transformation specification is described with another code pattern containing meta-variables. The obvious advantage of code patterns is the avoidance of the need to design and learn an artificial predicate language. The disadvantage is the inability to specify conditions without implicitly specifying also a certain textual order of elements. This makes it impossible to express recursive conditions and very hard to express non-recursive ones that span multiple classes.
Spoon (Spoon 2006 ) is a program transformation tool based on the annotation processing facilities and the type genericity of Java 5. Meta-variables that range over types are translated to Java generic types, ensuring proper type-checking by the Java compiler. This basic functionality is used to provide an annotation-based AOP layer, Spoon / AOP (Pawlak 2005) . It requires no language extension to Java, 18 which is often an advantage in practice. A restriction that Spoon / AOP shares with all approaches based on Java's annotation facility is the inability to support finegrained aspects and fine-grained genericity. 20 Since Spoon and Spoon AOP have been released only recently 21 and information about many details is still lacking, we cannot precisely assess where this system fits in our taxonomy.
In Section 3 we have explained the analogy of generic aspects to dynamic binding. That discussion implicitly assumed predicate-based meta-variable binding. Achieving varying behavior via predicate based binding is strongly reminiscent of the concept of predicate dispatching proposed for object-oriented languages by Ernst, Kaplan and Chambers (Ernst et al. 1988) . Doug Orleans (Orleans 2001) shows that a simple extension to predicate dispatching can support separation of cross-cutting concerns, which is one of the goals of aspect-oriented programming. However, he notes that "another goal is the modularization of cross-cutting 18 Therefore it is not listed in our overview of generic aspect languages in Section 5 and 7. 19 The documentation at http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/guide/language/annotations.html specifies that annotation types "are restricted to primitives, String, Class, enums, annotations, and arrays of the preceding types". concerns, which is more than just separation; modularizing predicate dispatch methods is an active area of research". We claim that predicate-based meta-variable binding in generic aspects is modularized predicate dispatch. We see it as the next level of a unified theory of dispatch, stepping from locally inlined dispatch predicates to extracted and modularized ones.
Conclusions
In this paper we have reviewed the needs, design options and technical challenges related to generic aspect languages. This includes a comprehensive overview of the various proposals for generic aspect languages and a first definition of aspect genericity that unifies all these approaches while still drawing a clear distinction to non-generic languages.
We started from an analysis of the limitations of non-generic aspect languages regarding, evolvability, expressiveness, conciseness, reusability and type safety. The common cause of the identified problems is the reliance of aspects on concrete names of base program entities and wildcards. This makes aspects highly susceptible to changes of base code and prevents statically expressing contextdependent variation of aspect effects.
We defined generic languages as those that are able to express the desired variation and identified the ability to use meta-variables in aspect effects as their common technical essence.
Our review of existing and proposed generic languages revealed five basic questions that language designers must consider when extending their aspect language towards genericity:
− How are the values of meta-variables provided (meta-variable binding)? − Where can meta-variables be used (meta-variable scope)? − Over which base entities can meta-variables range (meta-variable domain)? − What kind of meta-variables are supported (meta-variable kind)? − What actions can be performed on the base language entities referred to by meta-variables (effect granularity)?
With respect to the first three design dimensions we were able to identify predicate-based binding, uniform genericity and fine grained genericity as the most expressive design options. Predicate-based binding frees programmers from having to hand-code different aspect effect variants, in the same way as dynamic binding frees object-oriented programmers from having to manually encode message dispatch to different receiver types.
Reaching beyond the current state of the art we have discussed two main challenges for future generic aspect languages: the development of modular static analysis techniques for generic aspects and a combination of uniform and fine grained genericity that goes beyond the first approach in (Rho et al., 2006) .
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